As individual as you:
AvanTech YOU

”Details are worth
their weight in gold.”

Purchasing any item of furniture
begins with wishes: for individual
design, more comfort and
convenience or new storage
ideas. Take advantage of product
solutions from Hettich: we are your
source of ideas, create added value
and give your furniture fascinating
solutions, practical convenience
and versatility. Fascinated by
solutions. We call it Fascin[action].
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DESIGN VARIETY AND CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY
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”My favourite look is
one that's unique.”

Expressing personal lifestyle will
become increasingly important
in the future. Not only furniture
but also fittings express individual
personality. Urban lifestyle
environment or Tuscan flair:
whatever you like is in vogue.
Your customers are looking for
furniture with a specific focus
on customisability. Follow the
megatrend of customisation with
AvanTech YOU.
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DESIGN VARIETY AND CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY
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”Life's too short to live
in a dreary home.”

Never before has it been easier to
focus on customer preferences:
AvanTech YOU lets your customers
configure the drawer in exactly the
way they want it to be.
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DESIGN VARIETY AND CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY
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”Away with convention,
give me freedom.”

Whether for use in the bathroom, living
room or kitchen – every wish for a unique
look is easily fulfilled with the broad
diversity of this product range and the many
different ways of creating furniture that
speaks individuality.
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DESIGN VARIETY AND CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY
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”My face says everything
about the way I want
my home to be and look.”

The concept provides a huge amount
of design flexibility in terms of colour,
shape and material, giving you the
key to successfully turning your own
furniture design ideas into reality.
This will inspire your customers and
set you apart on the market.
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DESIGN VARIETY AND CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY
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DESIGN INNOVATION

AvanTech YOU fascinates! In a width of only
13 mm, the style is uncompromisingly sleek.
Where working components innovatively
vanish into the slender drawer side, purist
design is set off with stunning effect.
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DESIGN VARIETY AND CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY

Here, there are no cover caps or holes to
spoil the look of flawless beauty. The fitting
deliberately recedes into the background and
blends in with furniture as a design element.
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CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY

Sophisticated, open, extravagant or
rather reserved? Incredibly easy to
achieve with AvanTech YOU, whatever
personal character you want a design
to reflect is a matter for you to decide.
With a simple click, designer
profiles or DesignCapes conjure an
accentuated, visual transformation.
Elegant glass panels for the Inlay
drawer side profile do away with the
boundaries between space and furniture
and focus the eye on furniture design.
With the option of using any chosen
materials, your ideas become
distinctive solutions that stand apart!
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DESIGN VARIETY AND CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY
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DESIGN VARIETY
77

101

Drawer side
profile colours

Designer profile

Heights
(mm)

139

187
Silver in aluminium look

187
DesignCape

Pure matt white

251

Pigmented anthracite
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DESIGN VARIETY AND CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY
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AvanTech YOU interior organisers provide
the ideal place for everything. Neat, tidy
organisation and optimum view of contents
in an instant.

Clean cut style needs an elegant way of
branding. The customised logo imprint
reflects the sleek linearity of design while
also making a statement.

AvanTech YOU Inlay
Only the best solutions for personal preferences:
whether glass in the standard finish or customised in a
wide variety of materials, such as wood, stone or slate.
If your material is 10 mm thick, everything goes.
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DESIGN VARIETY AND CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY
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DIFFERENTIATION IN
PERFECTION AND CONVENIENCE

The exterior decor simply pushes back.
The unique sliding mechanism makes it
possible to release the front panel and
adjust it both vertically and laterally.

For your safety: after releasing the front
panel, it drops into a retained position
for easy removal. An intelligent solution,
particularly for large, wide front panels.

Use the adjustment capabilities (vertical,
lateral and tilt) provided by the AvanTech YOU
drawer system to obtain reveal alignment for
your front panels. Combined with the right
runners and user friendly functions, AvanTech
YOU is the ideal choice for your particular
application and furniture design.
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FUNCTION AND PERFORMANCE

Invisible working components, perfectly
designed drawer side profiles: all the
advantages of a system drawer for optimum
adjustment and assembly have been integrated
into the drawer side profile and are hidden from
view behind its immaculate, purist design.

The designer profile on the drawer side not
only provides a style element but conceals
the drawer tilt adjuster in a way that makes it
easy to access from above.
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Actro YOU

Quadro YOU

The runner is the basis for superior,
customisable furniture design. It gives
furniture absolute perfection you can see,
feel and hear.
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FUNCTION AND PERFORMANCE

One drawer system, two runners and an
identical hole pattern make it possible to
create a wide variety of furniture designs
for different applications. Furniture is
differentiated by a whole range of user
friendly functions.
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Quadro YOU

Actro YOU
High performance,
gentle closing
Silent  System

·U
 nequalled running
action
· E xceptionally high
lateral stability
·B
 est possible load
capacity in two
categories
(40 kg and 70 kg)
· S ynchronous control
for optimum load
distribution
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FUNCTION AND PERFORMANCE

· Smooth, precision
running action
· Extremely long service
life guaranteed
· Tried and proven,
continuously optimised
running performance
· Load capacity up to 30 kg

Push To Open Silent
opens without handles
and closes with
Silent  System

High performance,
gentle Silent System

Optional Push to open
Silent, opens without
handles, closes with
Silent System
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”My strategy:
offering more
with less effort”

Shape tomorrow's furniture world
Do you need specific solutions for
your furniture?
AvanTech YOU places the focus
on your future business success
and reduces customisation to a
simple formula: variety with few
variances and lean processes. This
results in cost effective process
optimisation in purchasing, stock
keeping, production, assembly
and installation, keeping you
prepared for the future and giving
you flexibility for changes. Use
the options available from the
AvanTech YOU platform concept
to reinforce the design of your
furniture as a brand.
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PROCESS AND COST EFFICIENCY
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”I don't make furniture,
I create design worlds.”

Make it your system
Use the many different ways of shaping and
customising the design of your furniture. Give
your furniture unmistakable character and
respond quickly to the latest design trends.
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PROCESS AND COST EFFICIENCY
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”Our customers have
the ideas, we the
simple answers.”

Solutions that will fascinate you
AvanTech YOU offers you
potential savings and opens
up opportunities: the platform
concept lets you reduce variance
and stock components while still
maintaining a broad product lineup.
Set standards with sleek product
design and save time and money
while doing so. Use AvanTech YOU
to make focusing on customer
preferences easy and cost efficient.
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PROCESS AND COST EFFICIENCY
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”My strength: making
individually tailored
furniture.”

Making you strong
Create superior furniture design
and impress your customers with
great performance – regardless of
the load class. Combine drawers
and runners and tap into new
market segments with your
own application solutions for
bathrooms, kitchens, living rooms
or shop fitting. Added value for
you: processes that are made
more efficient, work operations
that become unnecessary and the
intuitive way in which AvanTech YOU
is installed.
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PROCESS AND COST EFFICIENCY
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
IN ALL APPLICATIONS
Differentiation in design, perfection
and convenience
Design variety, perfected technology,
numerous user friendly functions and
the AvanTech YOU drawer system's high
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load capacity all let you address different
applications with a focus on customer needs.
Application diversity for kitchens, hallways,
bathrooms, bedrooms, living rooms or in
shop fitting.
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AVANTECH YOU PLATFORM

AvanTech YOU Inlay

Height (mm)
Rear panel

251
DesignCape
187
139
DesignCape
101
77

Designer profile

Interior panel

Customised as standard
AvanTech YOU Inlay

DesignCape
Actro YOU
Quadro YOU

Interior panel
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Actro 5D
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YOUR PROCESS BENEFITS,
YOUR OPPORTUNITIES

DESIGN MEETS FUNCTIONALITY
· All the benefits of a system drawer integrated in the
drawer side profile
· Adjustment and assembly system hidden from view
behind the drawer side profile's immaculate, purist
design
· Design diversity and flexibility from designer profiles,
DesignCapes and a variety of inlay materials
· Runner platform for a wide range of applications

PRECISION, SAFE ADJUSTMENT
· E asy vertical and lateral
adjustment (unique exterior
decor sliding mechanism)
· S afe detachment of the front
panel (retaining position)
· S imple, tool-less installation
of the front panel
· E asy drawer tilt adjustment
with access from above (dual
function of the designer
profile)

INTUITIVE INSTALLATION
· Convenient, practical rear panel
installation (one-dimensional
jointing direction)
· No need for any bottom panel
machining
· Bottom panel can be screwmounted or stapled on
· Bottom panel width = rear
panel width
· No catches need to be fitted

As individual as you: AvanTech YOU
https://www.hettich.com/short/0edd67
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Order no.: 9 280 109
1811-006_AvanTechYOU_09/19_HMV/en

www.hettich.com

